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where did the concept of the 9 to 5 job come from this politifact article
serves as a nice primer here s a summary the first law in the united states
that called for an eight hour work day was passed in illinois in 1867 us work
culture revolves around employees putting in eight hours a day five days a week
a schedule immortalized by dolly parton in her 1980 song 9 to 5 it s just the
norm many assume the 1980 hit movie 9 to 5 starring jane fonda lily tomlin and
dolly parton was inspired by this burgeoning movement of women office workers
as was parton s toe tapping anthem 9 how the 9 to 5 came to be and why it no
longer makes sense infographic everybody s working for the weekend but is it
best to get er done in long eight hour stints probably not 9to5 the story of a
movement captures the real life fight that inspired a hit and changed the
american workplace explore the film about the documentary they couldn t kill
their bosses so this mass exodus shows that people no longer want to waste
their lives doing work that they don t like and will search for better
opportunities that offer growth and a future this new mindset has trying to
figure out if you should go traditional or strike out on your own here are the
pros and cons of the 9 to 5 lifestyle to help you decide a 9 to 5 working
schedule is a type of schedule that limits employees to a certain amount of
office hours which usually start as early as 9 a m and end at 5 p m this type
of job schedule is usually covered every single day of the week from monday to
friday and oftentimes saturday a 9 to 5 job refers to a job that s forty hours
a week or eight hours a day the term is based on a typical 9 am to 5 pm work
schedule 9 to 5 jobs are monday through friday and have a consistent schedule
as opposed to shift work or jobs with varying schedules as mit professor zeynep
ton argued in her book the good jobs strategy employers who figure this out
will get better more experienced and more committed staff than employers who
offload all the 9 to 5 directed by colin higgins with jane fonda lily tomlin
dolly parton dabney coleman employees violet judy and dora lee of sexist
egotistical lying hypocritical bigot franklin hart junior find a way to turn
the tables on him how come day office jobs are called a 9 to 5 when in reality
everyone works 8 a m to 5 p m is it some holdover of a bygone era while not
everyone goes to work at the same time most the original 9 to 5 comes from the
opening credits of the 1980 comedy 9 to 5 in which parton lily tomlin and jane
fonda square off against their sexist egotist lying support the channel
buymeacoffee com youngpilgrim the traditional 9 to 5 work model has been the
bedrock of employment for decades defining the typical workday for countless
employees worldwide under this system employees are expected to work from 9 am
to 5 pm five days a week adhering to a fixed schedule 9 to 5 was the theme song
to the 1980 film nine to five a story of gender inequality in the workplace
parton starred in this film along with jane fonda and lily tomlin 9 to 5 is a
song written and recorded by american entertainer dolly parton for the 1980
comedy film of the same name in addition to appearing on the film s soundtrack
the song was the centerpiece and opening track of parton s album 9 to 5 and odd
jobs released in late 1980 9to5 national association of working women is an
organization established in 1973 that is dedicated to improving working
conditions and ensuring the rights of women and families in the united states
history the group has its origins in the december 1972 publication of 9to5
newsletter for boston area office workers describes work that begins at nine o
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clock in the morning and ends at five o clock which are the hours that people
work in many offices from monday to friday she s tired of working nine to five
in honor of its 40th anniversary here are 14 things you might not know about
the oscar nominated film 1 the concept for 9 to 5 began with jane fonda 9 to 5
was produced by jane fonda s
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where did the 9 5 job concept come from does it still
make

May 25 2024

where did the concept of the 9 to 5 job come from this politifact article
serves as a nice primer here s a summary the first law in the united states
that called for an eight hour work day was passed in illinois in 1867

why do we work 9 to 5 the history of the eight hour
workday

Apr 24 2024

us work culture revolves around employees putting in eight hours a day five
days a week a schedule immortalized by dolly parton in her 1980 song 9 to 5 it
s just the norm many assume

the 9 to 5 movement how women got angry got organized
and

Mar 23 2024

the 1980 hit movie 9 to 5 starring jane fonda lily tomlin and dolly parton was
inspired by this burgeoning movement of women office workers as was parton s
toe tapping anthem 9

how the 9 to 5 came to be and why it no longer makes
sense

Feb 22 2024

how the 9 to 5 came to be and why it no longer makes sense infographic
everybody s working for the weekend but is it best to get er done in long eight
hour stints probably not

9to5 the story of a movement the real women who pbs

Jan 21 2024

9to5 the story of a movement captures the real life fight that inspired a hit
and changed the american workplace explore the film about the documentary they
couldn t kill their bosses so

working 9 to 5 is an antiquated relic from the past
and

Dec 20 2023

this mass exodus shows that people no longer want to waste their lives doing
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work that they don t like and will search for better opportunities that offer
growth and a future this new mindset has

pros and cons of a 9 to 5 lifestyle washington post
jobs

Nov 19 2023

trying to figure out if you should go traditional or strike out on your own
here are the pros and cons of the 9 to 5 lifestyle to help you decide

why 9 to 5 is not that bad the hr digest

Oct 18 2023

a 9 to 5 working schedule is a type of schedule that limits employees to a
certain amount of office hours which usually start as early as 9 a m and end at
5 p m this type of job schedule is usually covered every single day of the week
from monday to friday and oftentimes saturday

what is a 9 to 5 job definition examples and benefits

Sep 17 2023

a 9 to 5 job refers to a job that s forty hours a week or eight hours a day the
term is based on a typical 9 am to 5 pm work schedule 9 to 5 jobs are monday
through friday and have a consistent schedule as opposed to shift work or jobs
with varying schedules

why the breakdown of the 9 to 5 job is making us
lonelier

Aug 16 2023

as mit professor zeynep ton argued in her book the good jobs strategy employers
who figure this out will get better more experienced and more committed staff
than employers who offload all the

9 to 5 1980 imdb

Jul 15 2023

9 to 5 directed by colin higgins with jane fonda lily tomlin dolly parton
dabney coleman employees violet judy and dora lee of sexist egotistical lying
hypocritical bigot franklin hart junior find a way to turn the tables on him

do people even work 9 to 5 anymore marketplace

Jun 14 2023

how come day office jobs are called a 9 to 5 when in reality everyone works 8 a
m to 5 p m is it some holdover of a bygone era while not everyone goes to work
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at the same time most

dolly parton tells jimmy fallon how 9 to 5 became 5
to 9

May 13 2023

the original 9 to 5 comes from the opening credits of the 1980 comedy 9 to 5 in
which parton lily tomlin and jane fonda square off against their sexist egotist
lying

dolly parton 9 to 5 lyrics youtube

Apr 12 2023

support the channel buymeacoffee com youngpilgrim

traditional 9 to 5 work model advantages and
disadvantages

Mar 11 2023

the traditional 9 to 5 work model has been the bedrock of employment for
decades defining the typical workday for countless employees worldwide under
this system employees are expected to work from 9 am to 5 pm five days a week
adhering to a fixed schedule

dolly parton 9 to 5 lyrics genius lyrics

Feb 10 2023

9 to 5 was the theme song to the 1980 film nine to five a story of gender
inequality in the workplace parton starred in this film along with jane fonda
and lily tomlin

9 to 5 dolly parton song wikipedia

Jan 09 2023

9 to 5 is a song written and recorded by american entertainer dolly parton for
the 1980 comedy film of the same name in addition to appearing on the film s
soundtrack the song was the centerpiece and opening track of parton s album 9
to 5 and odd jobs released in late 1980

9to5 wikipedia

Dec 08 2022

9to5 national association of working women is an organization established in
1973 that is dedicated to improving working conditions and ensuring the rights
of women and families in the united states history the group has its origins in
the december 1972 publication of 9to5 newsletter for boston area office workers
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nine to five meaning cambridge learner s dictionary

Nov 07 2022

describes work that begins at nine o clock in the morning and ends at five o
clock which are the hours that people work in many offices from monday to
friday she s tired of working nine to five

empowering facts about 9 to 5 mental floss

Oct 06 2022

in honor of its 40th anniversary here are 14 things you might not know about
the oscar nominated film 1 the concept for 9 to 5 began with jane fonda 9 to 5
was produced by jane fonda s
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